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Electric Field induced Morphological Transitions
in Thin Films of Metalorganic 3-Miktoarm Star
Terpolymers†

Christine C. Kathrein,a Wubin Bai,b Adam Nunns,c Jessica Gwyther,c Ian Manners,c

Alexander Böker,d Larisa Tsarkova,a and Caroline A. Ross∗b

We report the effect of electric field on the morphological transitions and ordering behavior of
polyferrocenylethylmethylsilane block (PFEMS)-containing copolymers. By analyzing structures
in swollen films of metalorganic sphere- and cylinder-forming diblock copolymers, as well as of
3-miktoarm polyisoprene-arm-polystyrene-arm-PFEMS (3µ-ISF) terpolymers, we decouple two
types of responses to the electric field: an increase in the volume fraction of the PFEMS block by
oxidation of the ferrocenyl groups inducing morphological transformation, and orientation of the
dielectric interfaces of microdomains parallel to the electric field vector. In the case of 3µ-ISF,
the former effect dominates the morphological behavior at high electric field strengths, leading
to a well-ordered hexagonal dot pattern. Our results demonstrate multiple tunability of ordered
microdomain morphologies, suggesting future applications in nanofabrication and surface pat-
terning.

1 Introduction
Star-shaped 3-miktoarm triblock terpolymers (3µ-ABC) exhibit
an extraordinary structural diversity and thin films of these mate-
rials are of interest in nanofabrication and nanolithography. In
contrast to linear ABC terpolymers, the three blocks of a 3µ-
ABC polymer are connected at a single junction point. In the
microphase-separated structure the junction points tend to assem-
ble along linear or curved trajectories defining the vertex between
the three microdomains1. Such geometrical constraint together
with the minimization of unfavorable contacts between incom-
patible blocks gives rise to novel morphologies not observed for
linear triblock terpolymers.

Simulations2, bulk-3 and thin film studies4 of different 3µ-
ABCs revealed a large variety of structures such as several
Archimedean tilings5–7 composed of coaxial prisms including the
space groups c2mm, p3m1, p4mm, p6mm, and p4gm. Also,
three-colored honeycomb structures were observed provided that
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the interaction parameters and volume fractions of the three com-
ponents are of about equal value8,9. Strongly differing χ param-
eters were found to result in partial mixing of blocks minimizing
the contact area between the constituents with the energetically
most unfavorable interaction parameter10,11. Key parameters de-
termining the morphology are the block lengths, the selectivity of
solvents used for annealing, segment-segment interaction param-
eters, as well as chain deformation energies10, and in the case
of thin films, surface and interface energies are also important.
The annealing conditions, for example variations in composition
and vapor pressure of solvents, also affect the resulting morpholo-
gies.4 Further, specific functionalities of the blocks contribute to
the hierarchical complexity of the nanostructures.

Polymers comprising polyferrocenylsilane (PFS) blocks repre-
sent an interesting class of materials since they combine the struc-
tural diversity of multiblock polymers with the unique physical
properties of the PFS block, such as electroactivity and elec-
trochromism which arise from the presence of transition metals
in the polymer backbone.12,13 These materials can be used as
precursors for magnetic materials by oxidation or pyrolysis.14–17

Upon iodine doping, PFS has also been shown to exhibit p-type
conductivity.18 Prior work showed that 3-miktoarm star terpoly-
mers of polyisoprene-arm-polystyrene-arm-poly(ferrocenylethyl-
methylsilane) (3µ-ISF) form a variety of different thin film mi-
crostructures, influenced by the film thickness and by the partial
pressure of chloroform vapor in the annealing chamber, which
controls the swelling and relative volume fraction of the polyiso-
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prene block.4 This illustrates that small changes in the effective
volume fraction can alter the thin film structure.

Previously electric fields have been shown to induce order-
ing and phase transitions in thin film and bulk diblock copoly-
mers. The basic concept determining the behavior of non-metal-
containing block copolymers in electric fields is the unfavorable
electrostatic energy of block-block interfaces oriented perpendic-
ular to the electric field vector (~E) with respect to those aligned
parallel to ~E. Electric-field-induced ordering and defect annihila-
tion have been thoroughly investigated since the work of Amund-
son et al. in 1991.19–28 Reorientation of dielectric interfaces par-
allel to the electric field vector is the anticipated response when a
certain threshold voltage, dependent on the polymer and anneal-
ing conditions, is exceeded.

Polyferrocenylethylmethylsilane (PFEMS) block-containing
copolymers are expected to have a notable response to an electric
field due to the iron atoms complexed inside the microdomains,
similar to the reported enhanced ordering effect of LiCl salt
added to polystyrene-block-poly methyl methacrylate diblock
copolymer.25. Earlier studies describe the influence of elec-
trochemical oxidation and applied voltage on the electroactive
PFS block. In both cases an oxidation of the ferrocenyl groups
is induced which affects the PFS volume.29 Electrochemical
oxidation was analyzed by Shi et al. who observed a more
than 70 % increase in the Kuhn segment length of poly(ferro-
cenylmethyl(phenyl)silane) and poly(ferrocenyl dimethyl silane)
polymers upon electrochemical oxidation of the ferrocenyl
groups30. Due to the electrostatic interactions between positive
charged segments a stretched conformation of chains is favored
to maximize the distance between like charges31. Analyzing
the effects of voltage, Li et al. measured a widening of PFS
cylinders by up to 100 % in a cylinder-forming polystyrene-
block-poly(ferrocenylethylmethylsilane) (PFEMS-b-PS) block
copolymer with conductive probe atomic force microscopy
upon application of a negative voltage bias between -4 V and
-9 V15. The electric field strength is therefore envisaged to
be an additional control parameter determining the thin film
morphology.

In this paper we report the effect of the electric field on the
morphological development and ordering of nanostructures in
swollen thin films of diblock copolymers and 3-miktoarm star ter-
polymers containing a functional PFEMS block. The ordering and
morphological behavior of the diblock copolymers exhibit two ef-
fects of an electric field: an increase in the volume fraction of
the PFEMS block by oxidation of the ferrocenyl groups leading to
a morphological transformation, and orientation of the dielectric
interfaces parallel to ~E. Microdomains of 3-miktoarm star terpoly-
mers exhibit ordering and a sequence of phase transitions with
increasing electric field strength. At moderate field strengths the
observed phase transitions can be attributed to the electrostatic
energy penalty associated with dielectric interfaces not aligned
parallel to ~E.20–28 At higher electric field strengths the electroac-
tive response of the PFEMS block becomes the dominant factor
determining the morphological transition. Such dual responsive
behavior facilitates structural switchability and provides a high
degree of ordering upon application of electric field stimuli.

2 Experimental
2.1 Polymers

PS-b-PFEMS sphere- and lamellae forming polymers were synthe-
sized as described earlier32. The sphere-forming diblock copoly-
mer had a molecular weight of 100 kg/mol and a volume fraction
of PFEMS of 16%, while the lamellae-forming PS-b-PFEMS had a
volume fraction of PFEMS of 43 % and a molecular weight of 58
kg/mol (PDI=1.04). The later was blended with polystyrene ho-
mopolymer (homo-PS) (7.7 kg/mol, PDI=1.1) to obtain a cylin-
drical morphology. The volume fraction of homo-PS was 17 wt%.

The 3-miktoarm star terpolymers were synthesized according
to Nunns et al.33 A 3-miktoarm star terpolymer with a composi-
tion of 39 vol% of polyisoprene, 35 vol% of polystyrene and 26
vol% of poly(ferrocenylethylmethylsilane) was utilized in which
the individual blocks had molecular weights of 23 kg/mol, 22.5
kg/mol and 20.5 kg/mol, respectively. To promote the formation
of ordered microdomains, 15 wt% of homo-PS with a molecular
weight of 12.5 kg/mol and a PDI of 1.04 was added to the copoly-
mer.4.

2.2 Thin Film preparation

Thin films of the sphere-forming polystyrene-block-polyferro-
cenylethylmethylsilane (PS-b-PFEMS) were spin coated for 30 s
at 4000 revolutions per minute (rpm) from 2 wt% solutions in
toluene. The initial film thickness prior to solvent vapor anneal-
ing was 50 nm. 2 wt% solutions of the cylinder forming PS-b-
PFEMS/homo-PS blend in toluene were prepared by spin coating
at 3000 rpm for 30 s yielding an initial film thickness of 50 nm.
45 nm thick films of the 3µ-ISF/homo-PS blend were obtained by
spin coating from a 1.5 wt% solution of the polymer in toluene at
3000 rpm for 30 s.

2.3 Solvent Vapor Annealing

The thin films exhibited swelling ratios (SR =
hswollen f ilm

hunswollen f ilm
) of 1.7−

1.8 upon exposure to a continous flow of chloroform vapor pro-
duced by bubbling N2 gas through a CHCl3 reservoir and directing
the vapor through the solvent vapor annealing chamber. Swelling
ratios were controlled by adding a separate stream of N2. The
annealing chamber had a volume of 353.4 cm3. A quartz lid was
tightly screwed to the top of the chamber which allowed the mea-
surement of the swelling ratio via a Filmmetrics F20-UV spectral
reflectometer during the experiment. The thin films were exposed
to the solvent vapor for two hours and were then quenched within
1 s by removing the lid of the chamber.

2.4 Electric Field

Experiments were conducted on oxidized silicon wafers and on
glass slides with two gold electrodes, each 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm and
100 nm thick. Experiments at fixed electric field were performed
on samples with gold electrodes separated by a 40 µm wide gap.
An electric field of 10 V/µm was applied between the electrodes
during solvent vapor annealing.

To vary the electric field strength within a single experiment,
substrates with a stepwise varying gap size between 9.3 µm and
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78 µm were utilized as schematically shown in Figure 2 (b). This
led to electric field strengths between 1.9 V/µm and 16 V/µm
when a voltage of 150 V was applied between the two gold elec-
trodes. This assured comparable conditions of film thickness and
swelling ratio during solvent vapor annealing leaving the electric
field strength as the only variable.

2.5 Imaging

Prior to imaging the thin films were exposed to O2 plasma for 12
s which selectively removed the PI and PS domains and oxidized
the PFEMS domains. AFM measurements were performed with
a Nanoscope IV from Bruker using a super fine probe (µmash
HiRES-W/8/A/BS, 75 kHz, 3.5 Nm). An Orion He-Ion microscope
from Zeiss was used to image samples coated with a 2 nm thick
layer of sputtered Au. To stain the samples after annealing, the
thin films were placed in a chamber with an aqueous solution of
OsO4 (4 wt%) for 4 h. OsO4 selectively binds to the PI domains
increasing its contrast in the He-Ion images.

3 Results and discussion
Thin films of a cylinder and a sphere forming PS-b-PFEMS block
copolymer or blend, as well as of a 3-miktoarm star terpolymer
with PS, PI and PFEMS blocks were analyzed after solvent va-
por annealing in chloroform, with and without an applied electric
field.

3.1 PS-b-PFEMS Diblock Copolymers under Application of
an Electric Field

(i) Sphere-forming PS-b-PFEMS Diblock Copolymers.
In the following we will elucidate how the iron containing moi-

ety present in the PFEMS block alters the behavior of the polymer
when exposed to electric fields compared to non-metal containing
block copolymers. The results of this section are crucial for the in-
terpretation of the effect electric fields have on the mictoarm star
terpolymers.

Figure 1 (a) displays a 50 nm thin film of a 100 kg/mol PS-b-
PFEMS block copolymer with a volume fraction of PFEMS of 16%
solvent vapor annealed in CHCl3 vapor for 2 h. After removal
of the PS matrix via an O2 plasma etch, AFM analysis reveals
poorly ordered PFEMS spheres with diameter of 43 nm ± 2 nm.
In contrast, Figure 1 (b) displays a film that was solvent vapor an-
nealed under the same conditions but including an electric field
of 10 V/µm. Close packed spheres coexist with regions of striped
patterns (in-plane cylinders) with random orientations relative to
the direction of the electric field. Considering that the film thick-
ness is sufficient to accommodate only a monolayer of in-plane
cylinders, we believe the close packed features are spheres rather
than vertical cylinders. Furthermore, vertical cylinder formation
is unlikely to be induced by the electric field because this maxi-
mizes unfavorable dielectric interfaces perpendicular to ~E. This
morphological behavior suggests that on the one hand, the elec-
tric field induces ordering of the spherical morphology, and on
the other hand, promotes an order-order phase transition from
spheres to cylinders.

The observed ordering of spheres is unexpected since it does

Fig. 1 AFM height images of sphere-forming PS-b-PFEMS block
copolymer thin films after solvent vapor annealing in CHCl3, (a) without
and (b) with application of an in-plane electric field of 10 V/µm. The
electric field induces ordering as well as a sphere-to-cylinder transition.
Cylinders parallel to ~E are marked with a yellow dashed line while those
at angles to ~E are indicated by a red dashed line.

not lead to a reduction of dielectric interfaces perpendicular to
~E, which is the driving force responsible for the realignment of
lamellae and cylindrical block copolymer morphologies exposed
to electric fields. It is known that in bcc or gyroid morpholo-
gies, frustration occurs independent of the orientation of the mi-
crodomains with respect to ~E.34,35 In these cases, electric fields
induce phase transitions into uniaxial structures when the com-
position of the block copolymer is near a phase boundary.34 Xu
et al. demonstrated that the improvement of the long-range or-
der in a bcc phase of a non-metal-containing block copolymer
upon application of electric fields can only be accomplished by
first inducing an order-order phase transition from spheres into a
cylindrical microdomain structure which is aligned by the electric
field, and by subsequent reformation of the bcc structure.35 This
stands in clear contrast to the results of our experiments which
show that improved ordering can be achieved in bcc forming thin
films of PS-b-PFEMS without requiring a prior phase transition
into an uniaxial phase. We therefore conclude that the improved
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order may be related to polarization of the iron-containing PFEMS
spheres, which is specific for block copolymers with a metal-
containing minority block. Furthermore, in case of non-metal
containing block copolymers cylinders induced from spheres by
application of electric field form with their long axis parallel to
the electric field vector. This again stands in contrast to our exper-
iments where only about half of the striped domains are oriented
along the direction of the electric field, while the long axis of the
other half is directed at different angles to ~E. This implies that the
reduction of the fraction of the electrostatically unfavorable inter-
faces oriented perpendicular to the electric field vector cannot be
the overriding factor determining the cylinder formation.

A possible explanation for the behavior can be found in litera-
ture: Electrochemical oxidation30 as well as application of volt-
age15 have been reported to alter the microstructure of PFEMS-
containing block copolymers due to the effective increase of the
volume fraction of the electroactive PFEMS block. As an exam-
ple, Peter et al. reported electrochemically induced volume and
morphology changes in surface grafted PFS layers upon applying
voltages between 400 mV and 600 mV.36 The change of volume
in these redox-active monolayers was attributed to a reversible
oxidation increasing the charge density in the polymer backbone.
It was postulated that the increased charge density attracts ad-
ditional counter-ions as well as solvent molecules, resulting in an
overall increase of the layer thickness. Considering the results de-
scribed above, the observed sphere to cylinder transition is more
likely a thermodynamically driven phase transition induced by an
effective increase of the volume fraction of the PFEMS block. Un-
like the kinetically-driven transformation observed in the case of
non-metal containing block copolymers this explains the forma-
tion of cylinders at different angles to ~E. The additional charges
associated with the oxidation of the ferrocenyl groups induced by
the high voltage might increase the selective solvent uptake of
the PFEMS block resulting in an enhanced PFEMS volume frac-
tion and therefore a sphere to cylinder phase transition. The elec-
tric field would further enhance the polarity difference between
polar PFEMS and non-polar PS, increasing chloroform solubility
in PFEMS.37,38 The change in solvent solubility of the PFS block
through oxidation of the ferrocene moieties of PS-b-PFS copoly-
mers has furthermore been reported by Eloi et al.39

(ii) Cylinder forming PS-b-PFEMS Diblock Copolymer
Blends. To confirm the assumption that the applied voltage leads
to an oxidation of the ferrocenyl groups and hence an increase
in PFEMS volume fraction thin films of a cylinder forming block
copolymer blend were analyzed at various electric field strengths.
To validate the assumption an increase in cylinder width with in-
creasing electric field strength is anticipated. The thin films of
the cylinder-forming PS-b-PFEMS blend were prepared by adding
polystyrene homopolymer to a lamellae- forming PS-b-PFEMS
block copolymer. The unblended diblock copolymer exhibits an
in-plane lamellar morphology. Figure 2 (b) shows a schematic of
the substrate utilized for our experiments. It comprises two gold
electrodes separated by a gap of varying thickness. This allows
the analysis of the effect of different field strengths on a single
sample assuring comparable annealing conditions. As shown in
the close up image in Figure 2 (a) the thinnest and thickest gap

i.e. the highest and lowest field strength are adjacent to one an-
other allowing direct comparison of the film thickness at different
field strengths under the light microscope.

Figure 2 (c) and (d) display He-Ion images of surface structures
in 50 nm thick films of PS-b-PFEMS/homo-polystyrene (homo-
PS) blend upon 3 h of annealing in chloroform vapor. Cylinders
in Figure 2 (c) were exposed to an electric field strength of 1.7
V/µm during solvent vapor annealing while an electric field of
10.9 V/µm was applied to the cylinders in Figure 2 (d). The
difference in PFEMS cylinder width at different field strengths
can already be seen by eye in the He-Ion images.

Fig. 2 (a) Close up image of the gap between two gold electrodes
where the thinnest and thickest part of the gap are adjacent to one
another. (b) Schematic image of the substrates. (c, d) He-Ion images of
the cylinder forming PS-b-PFEMS/homo-PS blend after solvent vapor
annealing under application of an electric field of (c) 1.7 V/µm and
(d)10.9 V/µm. The oxidized PFEMS block appears light gray, and the
dark gray regions correspond to the removed PS block. (e) Graph
showing the increase in PFEMS cylinder volume in % vs the applied
electric field strength in V/µm.

In Figure 2 (e) the increase in PFEMS volume is plotted against
the electric field strength. The cylinder widths were measured
from He-Ion microscope images via Image J software. For each
field strength the average width was measured from five areas of
three different images each. The increase in cylinder volume was

calculated according to Vadd.[%] = (
r2

2

r12 ×100)−100, in which r1 is

the PFEMS cylinder radius at zero electric field while r2 is the ra-
dius measured at the respective electric field strength. Exemplary
He-Ion images corresponding to the field strengths 1.7 V/µm and
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10.9 V/µm are displayed in Figure 2 (d,e). The results clearly
show an increase in cylinder width with electric field strength
when a threshold voltage of 2 V/µm is exceeded. This is further
evidence for an electroactive response induced by the high volt-
age partially leading to an oxidation from Fe(II) to Fe(III). The
positive charges along the polymer backbone promote a stretched
polymer chain conformation increasing the distance between like-
charged segments. Considering the dipole moment of chloroform
it is assumed that the increased positive charge in the polymer
backbone enhances the selective solvent uptake of chloroform by
the PFEMS block compared to the unoxidized polymer36. This
results in an increase in the volume fraction of the electroactive
PFEMS block as previously also described in other studies.15,29 In
our case the highest applied field strength led to an increase by
about 37 %, significantly less than the up to 100 % widening mea-
sured with conductive probe atomic force microscopy in cylinder
forming PFEMS-b-PS block copolymer upon application of a neg-
ative voltage bias between -4 V and -9 V15. This implies that
only parts of the ferrocenyl groups were oxidized.31 For block
copolymers such as polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate)
or polystyrene-block-polyisoprene which are solely composed of
organic blocks no alteration in volume fraction is anticipated
upon application of electric field.

The results reveal that the electric field has a profound effect on
the ordering and phase transitions of PS-b-PFEMS block copoly-
mers. This is due to two factors: an increase in the volume frac-
tion of the PFEMS block by oxidation of the ferrocenyl groups
which can drive a morphological transformation, and the antici-
pated orientation of the dielectric interfaces to lie parallel to ~E.
We now show how these factors affect the microphase separation
of 3-miktoarm star terpolymers of PS, PI and PFEMS.

3.2 Surface structures in solvent-annealed films of 3µ-
ISF/homo-PS blends

Surface structures of the 3µ-ISF/homo-PS blend in 45 nm thick
films were analyzed after annealing in chloroform vapor and com-
pared to those subjected to electric field of varying strength dur-
ing solvent vapor annealing. In the following the thin film struc-
ture without application of electric field will be described.

The analysis and identification of the thin film structure can be
complicated by surface fields, i.e. the difference in interfacial en-
ergies between the block copolymer constituents at the film sur-
face41,42, which may lead to a distortion of a unit cell43,44, as
well as redistribution of the blocks at film interfaces, inducing
non-bulk morphologies45. A further variable is introduced by the
addition of PS homopolymer which enhances chain relaxation.
Without the addition of this compatibilizer the equilibrium struc-
ture of 3µ-ISF in thin films is lamellar, with the majority PI block
segregated to the free surface due to its low surface tension, while
the two other blocks form the bottom layer of the lamella.

Surface structures in blended 3µ-ISF films are shown in Fig-
ure 3 (a,b) where (b) is higher magnification. (a1,b1) are height
and (a2,b2) are phase images. Prior to imaging, an O2 plasma
etch was applied to remove the top wetting layer of the soft PI
block in order to reveal underlying microphase-separated struc-

tures. The plasma etches away the PI domains faster than the
PS domains4, and simultaneously oxidizes the PFEMS block. As
shown in Figure 3 (a1), the 3µ-ISF copolymer assembles into
alternating stripes and dot-like structures, which appear as two
types of spheres (marked as A and B structures) in the close-up
images in Figure 3 (b1, b2). While A-type structures appear as
higher (brighter) cylinders in the height images (b1), the phase
images (b2) reveal soft (dark) shells around a hard core, where
the core is most likely made of the oxidized PFEMS block. In con-
trast, in B-type spheres the hard core is surrounded by two shells:
a thin layer of harder shell formed, presumably, by PS homopoly-
mer and an outer dark (soft) PI shell. The two types of structures
also differ in their shapes, with type B having a spherical mor-
phology, and type A spheres having a distorted anisotropic shape,
making them directionally assembled into cylinders.

Considering the room temperature χ parameters χPFEMS-b-PS ∼
0.08 < χPI-b-PS ∼ 0.1 < χPI-b-PFEMS ∼ 0.174, and the fact that the
degree of polymerization (N) of the three blocks is of about
equal value, it becomes apparent that the contact between PI
and PFEMS is energetically most unfavorable. Therefore, the
contact area between PFEMS and PI is minimized by the forma-
tion of a PS shell surrounding the PFEMS microdomains. This
requires partial mixing of the PS and PI domains10 as schemat-
ically demonstrated in Figure 3 (d) since the three blocks are
connected at a single junction point. A schematic illustration
of the proposed structure is given in Figure 3 (d). A possible
reason for the formation of two different types of spheres could
be the addition of PS homopolymer. Yamauchi et al. found
that the addition of poly(dimethylsiloxane) homopolymer to a 3
miktoarm star terpolymer of polyisoprene-arm-polystyrene-arm-
poly(dimethylsiloxane) led to defects through irregular distri-
bution of the homopolymer throughout the microdomain struc-
ture.1 Therefore, we conclude that the homo-PS is selectively
adsorbed to every second row of spheres (B) forming a thicker
PS shell around them which allows a wider spacing between the
spheres and a non-distorted spherical morphology. The close
packing and deformation of the spheres (A) agglomerated into
cylindrical structures can be attributed to the strong tendency of
the polymer to decrease the unfavorable PI/PFEMS contact un-
der these annealing conditions. Furthermore, the formation of
two different types of spheres underlines that the volume ratios
between the blocks are not ideal for single pattern formation but
are intermediate to two different structures1.

Figure 3 (c) shows a He-Ion image of the sample. Prior to imag-
ing the PI domains were selectively stained with OsO4. The mean
dimensions of the structures were measured via image J software
and displayed as insets in Figure 3 (c). The PFEMS domains ap-
pear light gray in the He-Ion images while the PI and PS phases
are darker gray and hard to distinguish.

3.3 Effect of electric field strength on the thin film structure
of 3µ-ISF/homo-PS

To analyze the effect of the electric field on the thin film struc-
ture, 45 nm thick films of the 3µ-ISF/homo-PS blend were spin
coated on substrates with a stepwise varying gap size between the
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Fig. 3 AFM height (a1, b1) and phase (a2, b2) images of the 3µ-ISF/homo-PS blend after solvent vapor annealing in chloroform for 3 h. A and B mark
the two different types of spheres. (c) He-Ion image of the same sample. (d) Schematic of the observed structure formed through partial mixing of the
PI and the PS block.

Fig. 4 He-Ion microscope images of the 3µ-ISF/homo-PS blend after solvent vapor annealing for 3 h at an electric field strength of (a) 2.0 V/µm, (b)
2.4 V/µm, (c) 2.7 V/µm, (d) 3.2 V/µm, (e) 3.9 V/µm and (f) 4.8 V/µm. The dimensions of the structures were measured from the He-Ion images and
are indicated in the schematics in the images displaying the PFEMS block. The inset in (a) shows the AFM height and phase images of the structure
measured with an ultrafine probe. Below the image a schematic of the proposed structural evolution upon application of ~E is given.

two gold electrodes, so that the electric field strength was varied
between 2.0 V/µm and 16.0 V/µm in a single film. Choi et al.40

previously reported that the film thickness can have a major influ-
ence on the thin film morphology of miktoarm star terpolymers.

To exclude differences in film thickness from spin-coating, dewet-
ting or terracing, the thin films within the gap were monitored via
optical microscopy. Since regions of very high and very low field
strength were directly adjacent to one another the direct compar-
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ison of film thickness via optical microscopy was straight forward.
A schematic image of the sample is given in Figure 2.

The structural evolution with increasing electric field is dis-
played in the He-Ion images in Figure 4 and may be compared
to the structure annealed in zero field (Figure 3). A schematic of
the structures is given underneath the images. The dimensions of
the pattern features were measured via image J software and are
indicated in the images. The transition from one structure to the
next does not occur suddenly. At medium field strengths the dif-
ferent structures coexist which also supports the assumption that
the structural evolution is not caused through different terracing
conditions upon altering the field strength.

At moderate electric field strengths the cylinders of micellar
aggregates start aligning in direction of the electric field vector,
decreasing the area of PI/PS and PS/PFEMS interfaces perpen-
dicular to ~E (Figure 4 (a)). The area of perpendicular interfaces
is even further minimized when the spherical type-B spheres de-
form into type-A spheres with further assembly into a cylindrical
aggregate at higher |~E| as displayed in Figure 4 (b, c). The AFM
height and phase image in the inset of Figure 4 (c) show that
the structure still comprises tightly connected type-A spheres. Up
to this point the behavior can be explained as the anticipated re-
sponse of a copolymer upon exposure to an electric field.

Further increase of |~E| results in a second phase transforma-
tion into well-ordered spherical domains (type-C spheres) as dis-
played in Figure 4 (d-f). A schematic of the structural evolution
with increasing electric field strength is displayed in the bottom of
Figure 4. On first sight this second phase transition seems coun-
terintuitive since the portion of interfaces perpendicular to ~E is
again increased. This can be explained when considering the re-
sults obtained from the diblock copolymers of PFEMS-b-PS under
application of an electric field. The dominant driving forces in-
ducing the phase transition from B-type into C-type spheres are
the increase in PFEMS volume fraction due to the electroactive
response of the PFEMS block. The additional positive charge in-
creases the selective solvent uptake of the PFEMS block and forces
the polymer to maximize the distance between like-charged seg-
ments thus resulting in a micellar arrangement with an average
center to center distance of 40 nm. As previously demonstrated
by Aissou et al., small changes in the relative volume fractions of
the blocks greatly influence the thin film morphology4. While the
relative amount of PI can be altered by controlling the swelling
degree, the volume fraction of PFEMS can selectively be tuned by
the electric field strength applied to the thin film structure.

4 Conclusions
This paper reports the first analysis of the effect of electric fields
on the structure formation in 3-miktoarm star terpolymer thin
films with PI, PS and PFEMS blocks blended with homo-PS, as
well as the effect of electric field on sphere- and cylinder form-
ing diblock copolymers and blends. In the diblock copolymers,
electric field increased the volume fraction of PFEMS, drove a
sphere-cylinder transition, and led to alignment of cylinders. In
the star terpolymer blend, the solvent-annealed film consisted of
two types of spheres. Electric field drove two different phase tran-
sitions. At moderate electric fields, ordering and a phase transi-

tion due to a reduction of dielectric interfaces perpendicular to
~E is found. At higher electric field strengths, the electroactivity
of PFEMS is exploited to induce a morphological transition as the
oxidation of the ferrocenyl groups in the PFEMS block increases
the PFEMS volume fraction. Furthermore, charging effects are
also expected to have an influence on the morphology. This
work therefore demonstrates the extensive tunability of the mi-
crodomain morphology and orientation of block copolymers with
an iron-containing block by annealing in an electric field which
could make them useful in nanofabrication or surface patterning
applications.
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